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PRICES

HAMMAM

HAMMAM BELDI DETOX
Invitation to travel to the heart of Moroccan traditions, 
we offer a black soap scrub with argan oil that will bring 
new skin to the skin. The 7-plant Ghassoul mask
completes this treatment by giving the skin softness 
and suppleness. Our natural products add a touch of 
authenticity to this experience.

HAMMAM TRADITION & AUTHENTICITE
This magical treatment brings through a full body scrub 
with black soap and Eucalyptus essential oil, softness, 
purification, vitality with incomparable freshness.
The 7-plant Ghassoul mask completes this treatment 
by giving the skin softness and suppleness.

45 MIN | 190 DH



MASSAGES

Thanks to our wide range of essential oils, we leave 
your customers the choice of massage oils: Verbena, 
rose, amber and musk, neroli or pure argan …

RELAXING MASSAGE GRAND EXPLORERS 
1h I 350 Dh
Allows the relaxation of muscles, promotes blood
circulation and to get rid of all stress, fatigue,
and anxiety.

STIMULATING/DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE MIDNIGHT 
IN MARRAKECH                                     1h I 350 Dh
This massage is particularly effective for chronic 
tensions and contracted regions, it allows better
adhesion with the tissues, a relaxation work at the level 
of the fascia which gives more space to the muscle 
allowing it to relax more easily.

MASSAGE DES PIEDS                     30 min I 200 Dh
Coming from Chinese medicine, this massage solicits 
all the organs of the body by practicing prolonged and 
repeated pressure on specific areas of the sole of the 
foot, stimulates blood circulation and promotes 
lymphatic drainage. This massage is ideal for relieving 
the effect of heavy legs.



FACIAL TREATMENTS

CONDITIONER AND MOISTURIZER
(WITH ARGAN AND ALGAE)                        390 Dh
This argan and algae mask, rich in beta-carotene, 
vitamin E and sea salts, revitalizes the skin and leaves it 
soft and full of energy.

BALANCE AND RADIANCE
(WITH ARGAN AND GHASSOUL)                 390 Dh
This mask with argan and Ghassoul with extracts of 
lemon and rosemary balances your skin thanks to its 
absorbent properties.

SOOTHING AND SOFTENING (WITH ARGAN, 
ROSE AND WHITE CLAY)                              390 Dh
White clay combined with rose argan oil gives the best 
results for sensitive and stressed skin.

ANTI-AGING (WITH ARGAN, NEROLI AND
PRUMPED SERUM)                                        390 Dh
Discover the best of nature’s gifts : a unique
combination of argan oil, neroli and prickly pear seeds.
Serums of neroli and prickly pear seeds reduce fine 
lines, restore youth to the skin and give it its radiance.



BEAUTY HANDS 
AND FEETS

HAND BEAUTY                                              150 Dh
Our Manicure offers you a gentle and soothing scrub, a 
white clay mask and a finish with the application of an 
OPI nail polish.

BEAUTY OF THE FEET                                  200 Dh
Our pedicure offers nail and heel cleaning, a gentle 
exfoliation, a soothing mask and a finish with the
application of OPI nail polish.
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